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Dynasty Warriors (çœŸãƒ»ä¸‰åœ‹ç„¡å•Œ, Shin SangokumusÅ•, "True ãƒ» Three Kingdoms Unrivalled") is a
series of hack and slash action video games created by Omega Force and Koei.The series is a spin-off of
Koei's turn-based strategy Romance of the Three Kingdoms series, based loosely around the Chinese
historical text Records of the Three Kingdoms, from which it derives its name in Japanese.
Dynasty Warriors - Wikipedia
Years with no dates (only "c.") are unknownAtreids. The Atreidai (Latin Atreidae) belong to the Late Bronze
Age, or Mycenaean Period.In mythology these were the Perseides.As the name of Atreus is attested in Hittite
documents, this dynasty may well be proto-historic.
List of kings of Sparta - Wikipedia
In Dynasty Warriors 9, you will experience an immersive open world adventure featuring the signature
â€œOne Versus Thousandsâ€• style action in the seriesâ€™ most ambitious entry to date.
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